European Ombudsman

Az egy adatelemző platformot biztosító két
vállalkozással folytatott kommunikációjával
kapcsolatos dokumentumokhoz való nyilvános
hozzáférés Bűnüldözési Együttműködés Európai Uniós
Ügynöksége (Europol) általi megtagadására
vonatkozó 320/2021/DDJ és 599/2021/DDJ sz. ügyekben
hozott határozat
Határozat
Ügy 320/2021/DDJ - Vizsgálat megindítása 22/02/2021 - Határozat 14/06/2021
Ügy 599/2021/DDJ - Vizsgálat megindítása 31/03/2021 - Határozat 14/06/2021

Az ügyek az Europol és az ügynökség számára egy adatelemző platformot biztosító két
vállalkozás közötti szerződéses kapcsolatokat és kommunikációt részletező
dokumentumokhoz való nyilvános hozzáférés iránti két kérelmet érintettek. Az Europol az
első kérelemben meghatározott dokumentumok többsége esetén elutasította a részleges
vagy a teljes nyilvános hozzáférést, főként arra hivatkozva, hogy a közzététel a közbiztonság
tekintetében aláásná a közérdek védelmét. Az Europol elutasította a második kérelemben
meghatározott összes dokumentumhoz való nyilvános hozzáférést a közbiztonság és saját
belső döntéshozatali folyamatának védelme érdekében.
A kért dokumentumok vizsgálata alapján az ombudsman úgy vélte, hogy a bennük foglalt
információk többsége – amennyiben közzéteszik – valószínűleg aláásná a közbiztonság
tekintetében a közérdek védelmét. Az ombudsman úgy vélte, hogy nincs elég indok arra,
hogy folytassa a vizsgálatát azon nagyon kevés információ tekintetében, amelyet ez a kivétel
nem fedett le.
Bár az ombudsman számos hiányosságot feltárt az ügy Europol általi kezelése tekintetében,
összességében arra a következtetésre jutott, hogy az Europol nem követett el hivatali
visszásságot, amikor megtagadta a kérdéses dokumentumokhoz való nyilvános hozzáférést.
Background to the complaint
1. In 2012, Europol concluded a contract with a private consultancy concerning the
development of a data analysis platform. In recent years, concerns have been raised about
this platform, including as regards the processing of personal data [1] .
2. In October and December 2020, the complainant – a researcher – submitted two requests
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[2] for public access to documents to Europol relating to Europol’s contractual relations and
communication with two consultancy companies involved in the development of the data
analysis platform. [3] In the second request, the complainant also requested access to
documents relating to communication with Europol’s Management Board on this topic and
to a number of operational plans.
3. In respect of the first request, Europol identified 63 documents [4] as falling within the
scope of the complainant’s request. It granted public access to parts of eleven documents
and to two documents in their entirety. Europol refused access to the other documents. As
regards the second request, Europol identified seven documents, [5] all of which it refused
access to.
4. The complainant asked Europol to review these decisions (by submitting ‘confirmatory
applications’) in December 2020 and February 2021, raising several points of disagreement
with Europol’s initial decisions.
5. In January and March 2021, Europol confirmed its initial decisions regarding both requests.
6. As he disagreed with Europol’s decisions, the complainant turned to the Ombudsman.
The inquiry
7. The Ombudsman opened an inquiry into Europol’s refusal to grant public access to the
documents identified in the complainant’s requests.
8. In the course of the inquiry, the Ombudsman’s inquiry team examined the requested
documents in view of the reasons provided by Europol for not disclosing them.

Arguments presented to the Ombudsman
Arguments presented by Europol

Case 320/2021/DDJ
9. Regarding the first access to documents request [6] made by the complainant, Europol
invoked the exceptions for the protection of the public interest as regards public security,
and the protection of the privacy and the integrity of the individual. [7]
10. Concerning the documents to which only partial public access had been granted, Europol
explained that it had redacted personal data as well as information on the technical details of
Europol’s system and operating procedures. The release of such sensitive information, in the
latter category, would have a negative impact on the internal work processes at Europol,
Europol’s cyber resilience and related responses. It would also negatively affect the trust and
cooperation between Europol and its partners, which is essential to Europol’s activities, and
which therefore would prevent Europol from fulfilling its tasks.
11. Regarding the documents to which it denied public access in their entirety, Europol
explained that these consisted of contractual documents, as well as correspondence,
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minutes of meetings, and reports. According to Europol, both these sets of documents
contain information on technical details of Europol’s system(s) and its functionalities. The
contractual documents identified also contain information on the specifications and
requirements of Europol’s system and of Europol environments, operating procedures,
business processes and workflows. The release of such sensitive information to the public
would undermine the trust between Europol and its partners, which is essential to Europol’s
activities, and which therefore would prevent Europol from fulfilling its tasks.

Case 599/2021/DDJ
12. As regards the second request, [8] Europol invoked the exceptions for the protection of
the public interest as regards public security, protection of the privacy and the integrity of
the individual, and protection of its decision-making process. [9]
13. Europol refused access to three documents, relating to minutes of Management Board
meetings and correspondence between Europol’s directorate and the Management Board, as
they pertain to sensitive matters in relation to Europol’s systems, the release of which could
hinder Europol’s ability to perform its tasks effectively.
14. In the case of one document, relating to correspondence between Europol’s directorate
and the Management Board, Europol refused public access because its disclosure would
reveal opinions for internal use as part of deliberations and preliminary consultations within
Europol, thereby in turn undermining Europol’s decision-making process.
15. Regarding the last three documents identified, Europol indicated that they contain
operational information, the release of which could affect the effectiveness of present and
future operational activities of EU member states in their fight against serious crime. In
addition, their disclosure would jeopardise the trust and cooperation between Europol and
its partners, essential to Europol’s activities, thereby potentially hindering Europol’s ability to
execute its tasks effectively.
Arguments presented by the complainant
16. The complainant argued that Europol applied the exceptions to the right of public access
to documents – in so far as they were based on Articles 4(1) and 4(3) of the applicable rules –
excessively restrictively, thereby acting against EU transparency standards and contrary to
case law of the EU courts.
17. Due to the broad manner in which Europol seemed to have used justifications for
non-disclosure, the complainant said that Europol did not base its refusal on 1) the
foreseeable and more than purely hypothetical harm to one of the protected interests, and 2)
a case by case analysis of the potential harm of disclosure. The complainant further argued
that Europol failed to demonstrate how disclosure of the documents identified would
actually undermine the proper fulfilment of its tasks.
18. The complainant argued that Europol failed to consider whether partial access could be
granted. [10] Europol further failed to consider that exceptions to the right to public access
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may apply only during the period when protection is justified on the basis of the content of
the document. [11]
19. Regarding the second request, the complainant contended that Europol should have
assessed whether there was an overriding public interest in disclosure for the document that
was refused to protect Europol’s decision-making process. [12] The complainant noted that
the company’s involvement in Europol’s work is of particular public interest, especially
considering that it had been subject to media articles and inquiries by the European Data
Protection Supervisor (EDPS). The complainant argued that Europol’s decision does not show
that it had taken this into account.
20. Lastly, the complainant considered that Europol, by merely confirming its initial decision
in one sentence, failed to comply with its obligation to review each argument put forward by
an applicant in a confirmatory decision.

The Ombudsman's assessment
21. The Ombudsman recognises the importance of public scrutiny regarding the topic of data
processing by law enforcement agencies. It should, however, be noted that the documents to
which public access is sought in this case relate to the purchase and implementation of an IT
platform to improve public security. It should also be noted that the EU’s specialised body
overseeing the institutions’ compliance with data protection rules, the EDPS, has recently
looked into how Europol processes personal data of individuals and has made several
recommendations to Europol. [13]
22. When applying the exceptions of Article 4(1)(a) of Regulation 1049/2001 (and thereby by
analogy the relevant provision in the Europol rules on public access), including the exception
for the protection of the public interest as regards public security, EU institutions enjoy a
wide margin of discretion. [14]
23. Having reviewed the documents in question, the Ombudsman finds the refusal of public
access based on the exception of protecting the public interest as regards public security to
be reasonable in respect of almost all redactions. The documents indeed refer to technical
details of Europol’s security system and/or working procedures within Europol, disclosure of
which could undermine public security.
24. In addition, the Ombudsman finds that the refusal to grant public access to one
document, based on the need to protect Europol’s decision-making process, was, given the
content of that document, justified. There is no obvious overriding public interest which
would justify the disclosure of that document.
25. The Ombudsman notes that some very limited parts of the documents could have been
better covered by the exception relating to the protection of commercial interests of a
natural or legal person, for example information relating to pricing. [15] There is no obvious
overriding public interest which would justify the disclosure of this information. While from a
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formal legal perspective, it was an oversight by Europol not to invoke that exception, the
Ombudsman does not consider it justified to continue her inquiry as regards these very
limited redactions since it would be unlikely to give rise to broader public access.
26. From the documentation provided to the Ombudsman by Europol, which included a
detailed description by Europol of how it handled the requests, the Ombudsman is further
satisfied that Europol performed adequately a reassessment of its initial decision when it
took its confirmatory decisions. The Ombudsman also considers that Europol has made an
adequate assessment as to the question whether partial access could be granted to the
documents at issue, evidenced by the fact that most of the framework contract between
Europol and the consultancy companies was disclosed.
27. The Ombudsman considers, however, that Europol’s communication with the
complainant could have been better. Specifically, Europol could have engaged better with the
complainant in respect of his arguments raised in the confirmatory applications. While the
Ombudsman understands that Europol may not have been able to reveal more information
regarding the nature of the requested documents, it could have explained better its position
on some of the arguments raised by the complainant, for example, to reassure the
complainant that it had assessed, where relevant, whether there was an overriding public
interest in disclosure.
Conclusion
Based on the inquiry, the Ombudsman closes this case with the following conclusion:
While there were a number of shortcomings in how Europol dealt with the
complainant’s requests, overall there was no maladministration by Europol regarding
the non-disclosure of the requested documents.
The complainant and Europol will be informed of this decision .

Emily O'Reilly European Ombudsman
Strasbourg, 14/06/2021

[1] See paragraph 21 below.
[2] Under Regulation 1049/2001 on public access to European Parliament, Council and
Commission documents:
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex%3A32001R1049 .
[3] Europol, following a standard procedure, signed a contract with a consultancy company,
including a US-based sub-contractor, aimed at providing a platform for an analysis system.
Europol started operating this software as of 2016.
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[4] Europol initially communicated to the complainant a number of 66 documents but
explained to the Ombudsman in the course of the inquiry that some documents had been
counted twice.
[5] One document identified in the request was already part of the complainant’s first access
to documents request to Europol.
[6] The complainant requested: 1.“Details of any past or ongoing contractual agreements and
terms of reference [between Europol and consultancy companies]; 2. Master Services Agreement
(MSA) between Europol [and consultancy companies]; 3. Any exchanges (e.g. emails, including
attachments) and meeting records (minutes, memos, agendas) involving Europol officials and
representatives of the [consultancy companies] between January 2018-October 2020.”

[7] In accordance with Article 4(1)(a) and Article 4(1)(b) of the Management Board Rules on
Public Access to Europol Documents; Europol’s implementing decision of Regulation
1049/2001, the exceptions of which in Article 4 are mostly identical to Regulation 1049/2001
(and which is available via the following link:
https://www.europol.europa.eu/sites/default/files/documents/decision_of_the_mb_rules_applying_reg_10
).
[8] The complainant requested a number of specific documents (including dates and file
numbers) relating to: 1. Minutes of Europol’s Management Board meetings; 2. Correspondence
between Europol’s directorate and the Management Board; 3.) Operational plans for Taskforce
Fraternite and “Secondary Security Checks” at the EU external borders.
[9] In accordance with Article 4(3) of the Management Board Rules on Public Access to
Europol Documents (see footnote 7).
[10] As per Article 4(5) of the Management Board Rules on Public Access to Europol
documents (see footnote 7).
[11] As per Article 4(6).
[12] Cf. Article 4(3).

[13] A redacted version of the EDPS’ decision is available at:
https://edps.europa.eu/data-protection/our-work/publications/investigations/edps-decision-own-initiativ
.

[14] See the decision of the European Ombudsman in case 1767/2018/MIG. Cf. also:
Judgment of the General Court of 11 July 2018, ClientEarth v Commission , T-644/16,
paragraphs 23-25 (
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=203913&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&m
).
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[15] As per Article 4(2) of the Management Board Rules on Public Access (see footnote 7).
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